You helped us strengthen communities by providing health access and crisis relief to those in need.

1.8 Million Pieces of PPE
Distributed critical Personal Protective Equipment to frontline workers and first responders.

16 Disasters
Responded to 16 disasters — hurricanes, fires, floods, tornadoes, earthquakes, and explosions — a 23% increase from 2019 and all during a global pandemic.

100% Committed
We are 100% committed to understanding, appreciating and serving diverse cultures and creating an inclusive workplace.

Aid to 28 Countries
Distributed medical and non-profit organizations working throughout the world.

$234M in Donated Aid
Received $234 million in donated medicines and medical supplies to be distributed to people in need throughout the world.

144,000 Hygiene Kits
Distributed hygiene items to thousands of vulnerable individuals and essential workers.

14K COVID-19 Tests
Tested 14,062 individuals for COVID-19.

200% Increase
Sent PPE and medical supplies to 3 times more healthcare and non-profit organizations than in 2019.

1.2 Million People
Positively impacted individuals and communities through customized COVID-19 infection prevention and control trainings.

$130K Savings
Managed a rural health clinic and prevented $130,000 in costs of uninsured patients using local emergency rooms.

18 Laboratories
Clinics with laboratories supported by Heart to Heart International provided care for more than 13,000 patients in low-resource communities.

50 States and 26 Countries
A record number of people from the U.S. and the world donated to improve healthcare access for people in need.

1.8 Million PPE
Distributed critical Personal Protective Equipment to frontline workers and first responders.

-80° Celsius
Installed cold storage units in preparation for the COVID-19 vaccine as well as other critical medicines.

16K Volunteers
Volunteers participated in every aspect of HHI’s work: disaster response, medical care, training, warehouse, and administration.

14K COVID-19 Tests
Tested 14,062 individuals for COVID-19.

200% Increase
Distributed medical and non-profit organizations working throughout the world.

1.2 Million People
Distributed medical and non-profit organizations working throughout the world.

$130K Savings
Managed a rural health clinic and prevented $130,000 in costs of uninsured patients using local emergency rooms.

18 Laboratories
Clinics with laboratories supported by Heart to Heart International provided care for more than 13,000 patients in low-resource communities.

2,724 Patients
Provided direct medical care and medical services to vulnerable communities in crisis and after disasters.

2020 Year in Review

2nd Quarter

Because knowledge is a critical step in fighting the spread of COVID-19, we designed customized online infection prevention and control training programs to help individuals stay healthy and to help organizations provide safe working environments.

Healthcare systems were overwhelmed, so we began partnering with healthcare assistance organizations to provide on-site medical care to vulnerable communities.

To discover the extent and spread of the disease, we partnered with healthcare and government organizations to provide free COVID-19 testing in low-resource communities and beyond.

As COVID-19 continued to cause scarcity in PPE and hygiene basics, some of our aid shipments included PPE to low-resource communities.

3rd Quarter

To combat the spread of COVID-19 in crowded areas, our team in Haiti trained and educated 6,000 people working in the markets in Haiti.

Disasters don’t stop in a global pandemic, so we began a months-long deployment of our Disaster Response Team to Honduras to aid people impacted by hurricanes Eta and Iota.

Vaccines and COVID-19 testing remain a critical part of the COVID-19 fight.

We included cold storage units in preparation for vaccines and other medicines, and we performed over 11,000 COVID-19 testing last week in December 30th.

4th Quarter

Vulnerable and at-risk populations needed PPE and masks, and we worked on a campaign to administer free flu vaccines at food banks, homeless shelters, etc.

We delivered personal hygiene kits assembled through our PowrServ program to veteran service organizations.

Mental health concerns escalated after months of pandemic, therefore we provided free online workshops with tips for navigating the holidays and mental health disorders.

A record-breaking hurricane season resulted in shipments of supplies sent in response to hurricanes Delta and Zeta and a rebuilding of our Disaster Response Team to Honduras to aid people impacted by hurricanes Eta and Iota.

Heart to Heart International improves healthcare access in the U.S. and around the world. We achieve this mission by distributing resources, conducting training, engaging volunteers and responding to disasters.